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ABSTRACT

Objective: To test the feasibility of a fully paperless system, termed “paperlite” in a UK breast screening service. To demonstrate in NHS practice, how workload and workflow could be improved by moving to a paperless system and discovering what impact this has upon the complexity within the service. Setting: Warwickshire, Solihull and Coventry Breast Screening Service in the West Midlands of England. Methods: Quality improvement methodologies were employed, including value stream mapping, task analysis and a time-and-motion study. Results: The screening centre screened approximately 50,000 women per year. If they were to implement a paperless system, the administrative workload would decrease. The time saving per batch of screens, which could be achieved by moving to the paperless system ranged from 19 to 56 minutes (mean = 36 minutes). When calculated by batch the mean time saving per woman screened by moving to the paperless system was 42 seconds. This equates to 583 hours of administrative work per year in a centre screening 50,000 women. Conclusions: The paperless system has many benefits compared to the original system in terms of reductions in waste, time and cost. The simplification and standardisation of the process resulted in fewer tasks and interfaces where errors could occur, hence inadvertently improving patient safety.

The limitation of the work is the heavy reliance on technology, live interfacing with computer databases and software stability is necessary for a paperless system to be used in NHS practice.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The breast screening programme: The National Health Service Breast Screening Programme (NHSBSP) invites women between the ages of 47 and 73 for regular breast screening (every three years) with the aim of reducing the number of women dying from breast cancer [1]. During 2010-11, 2.44 million women were invited for screening. Of these, 1.88 million (73.4 per cent) were screened and 14,700 cases (7.8 per 1000 women screened) of breast cancer were detected [2].

Conventional breast screening (film-screen mammography [FSM]) involves taking four film mammograms of the woman’s breasts [3]. The films are developed and displayed on a back-lit multi-viewer for examination for indications of cancer. Digital mammography electronically records and displays the mammograms, and has largely replaced the film screen equipment throughout the UK and worldwide. The implementation of digital image acquisition transfer, storage and display removes the reliance on physically moving X-ray films, and so
provides an opportunity to redesign workflow and move to paperless systems.

Despite widespread implementation of digital mammography, fully “paperless” systems were not implemented in any UK breast screening centre. The Secretary of State for Health has urged for the “NHS to become a ‘paperless’ organisation by 2018”, with the aim of “saving billions, improving services and helping meet the challenges of an ageing population” [4], whilst the NHS Commission Board Director is “pushing” for a switch-over to digital records by the end of 2015 [5]. Within NHS breast screening services paper-based systems vary in their complexity, but are commonly used in for communication between radiographers, radiologists, administrators and women. A fully paperless system aims to remove all paper-based process from the system, whereas fully digital mammography uses digitised prior mammograms (mammograms from the previous screening round used by radiologists to assess changes in lesions over time). The availability of digitised prior mammograms removes the need to fetch, hang and replace the woman’s prior film mammograms.

The aim of the study is to test the feasibility of a fully paperless system, termed “paperlite” in a UK breast screening service. To demonstrate in NHS practice, how workload and workflow could be improved by moving to a paperless system and discovering what impact this has upon the complexity within the service.

Background to the service: this study was conducted over a five months period within Warwickshire, Solihull and Coventry Breast Screening Service in the West Midlands of England, United Kingdom. The service has three mobile and one static breast screening units where mammograms are taken. An estimated 50,000 women per year are screened with an allocated appointment time of 5.5 minutes. The director of service wished to improve screening demands with less available resources. Introducting the “paperlite” system was selected as a strategy for improvement. Paperless systems have had reported success in other healthcare organizations [6-11].

2. METHOD
2.1. The Project Team

An improvement project team was established within the breast screening service. Staff were selected from a range of clinical, managerial and administrative roles within the service. There were no formalised roles or allocated project champions within the team. An additional member of staff was employed for four months to assist with the project and data collection. They took part in workshops throughout the project to bring the team together to and share ideas. The team was assisted by an external researcher who provided support at workshops, board meetings and feasibility sessions.

2.2. Process Mapping

During the early workshops the team determined that the greatest opportunity for improvement lay in the administrative process between booking in women for appointments and referral for further investigations. This was perceived as a crucial aspect of the service that could add value to patients (women). A process map of this was created through iterative team discussions and feedback. The sessions were led by the deputy superintendent radiographer who created the first draft of the process map. The project team took part in an iterative process of improving the map, until all members were satisfied that the current process was accurately replicated. The map would be used as a baseline so that future improvements could be highlighted.

2.3. Task Analysis

The process steps identified in the process map were categorized during team discussions in a task analysis exercise [12]. Tasks were considered to be Value-added (VA) when they were defined as valuable to the patient and the service. Non-value added (NVA) but business essential tasks were those that were required to keep the service functioning. Waste tasks were those that did not add value to the patient or contribute to efficient running of the service as displayed in Figure 1. The distinction of “value for patients” was as perceived by the project team, not the patients, who primarily value face-to-face contact with health professionals. Nevertheless, there are many tasks which must be performed in order to deliver a safe and effective service. These are likely to go unrecognised by patients—for example, contact with other clinical departments. For this exercise, these tasks were considered to be VA, since they were of direct benefit to the patient.

2.4. Stakeholder Involvement

A larger working group was assembled to create the future state process map detailing the paperlite system. This would act as the alternative workflow, which employs paperless reporting to simplify the process. The future state map was disseminated to key stakeholders in the department and at a breast screening staff meeting, for feedback and refinement. It was adapted until all stakeholders were satisfied that there was not a potential increased risk of errors resulting from the proposed changes. The elements of the current process which would no longer be necessary in moving to the paperlite system were identified, and divided into those which would be apparent simply by moving to fully digital mammography, and those which would only materialise through
moving to a paperlite system.

2.5. Implementation and Time and Motion Study

Over the course of 30 days, ten batches of mammograms (ten days worth of screening) were followed through the process. Time taken to complete each task was recorded and the quantitative data was collected for a “time-and-motion” analysis. The paperlite system was implemented using a two phased approach. Two laptops were linked via 3G connectivity to each other and to the National Breast Screening computer system using a secure server. This enabled the transfer of information across sites, such as work lists for the day, demographic information and issues reported to the radiographer/assistant practitioner to alert the film reader.

Phase one implementation was for piloting and process improvement, six radiographers followed the paperlite process for five days of screening at one van. Over this period appointment times were extended to 12 minutes in preparation for unforeseen issues. Verbal staff feedback was collected and observational notes recorded in a field diary. The aim of phase one was to identify bottle necks and errors in the paperlite system. Small-scale improvement cycles were conducted to ensure the paperlite process did not obstruct the workflow in the breast screening van resulting in increased time taken to perform tasks. During phase two implementation, ten alternative radiographers and assistant practitioners used the new process for an additional five days of screening at the same van incorporating the changes from improvement cycles. This was to assess the effectiveness of the new process map and essentially determine whether the 5.5 minute appointment time could be maintained with the paperlite system. To counter balance errors during this time a contingency administration system operated in the background, this would not form a part of the final implementation. The work was classified as service development and so did not require NHS ethical approvals.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Process Mapping

Process mapping of the administrative process was carried out by the project team. An example of the map is are presented in Figure 2 (top). It elucidates the large number of processes that are required to carry out this task and the complexity involved. The aim of the improvement team was to redesign the process and eliminate waste steps. Decisions on which steps to remove were made via discussions between clinical, managerial and administrative staff. The redesigned “future state” paperlite process is presented in Figure 2 (bottom). It contains 28 tasks versus the original 42. This represents a 34% reduction in the number of processes required to carry out one breast cancer screen.

3.2. Task Analysis

Table 1 presents the total number of tasks identified and the proportions identified as waste, VA and NVA for the admin, radiography and radiology streams of the current state map. Respectively, 46.6%, 25% and 0% of the tasks were categorised as waste.

3.3. Time-and-Motion Study

Administrative time taken: Paperlite system
Figure 2. A diagrammatic representation of the current (top) and future state (bottom) breast screening service process maps.

Table 1. Representing the quality and type of tasks identified in the process maps for the office administration element of the breast screening process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Current state map</th>
<th>Future state map</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of tasks</td>
<td>Proportion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admin task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value-added task</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non value-added task</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste</td>
<td>7*</td>
<td>46.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiography tasks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value-added task</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non value-added task</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>43.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste</td>
<td>4**</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiology tasks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value-added task</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non value-added task</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* (45 seconds per woman); ** These were not timed due to practical issues in sensitive situation with clients—instead we checked that the 6 minute appointment time could be maintained in the new system, in which the radiographers had some increased administrative duties, but better systems to support them.

The paperlite system reduced the number of activities in the workflow from 42 to 28. The time saving per batch, which could be achieved by moving to the paperlite system ranged from 19 to 56 minutes (mean = 36 minutes). This is the time taken to complete all activities that would no longer be necessary, for example typing in and printing out information from the computer database, and matching up computer based records with paper based records. The number of women screened per day, and therefore the number of cases per batch, ranged from 23 to 109 (mean = 52). Overall, when calculated by batch the mean time saving per woman screened by moving to the paperlite system was 42 seconds (range 23 - 69 seconds) see Table 2. This equates to 383 hours of administrative work per year in a centre screening 50,000 women. This is in addition to the time saving through ceasing the necessity to fetch and hang film prior mammograms.

The fully digital system: The fully digital system with digitised priors reduced the number of steps in the workflow further to 25. The time taken per batch to fetch hang and replace the prior film mammograms varied widely between the batches from 20 minutes to 113 minutes (mean = 59 minutes). This variation was driven by differing numbers of cases within the batches for which film prior mammograms were available. The mean time saving was 68 seconds per case, (range 42 - 113), equating to an administrative time saving of 944 hours per year when prior mammograms are digital in a centre screening 50,000 women. This is in addition to the saving through moving to a paperlite system. In this sample only 55% of women had prior mammograms, which in a service offering each women at least seven rounds of screening is likely to be lower than in normal practice. If this is the case the administrative time saving may be an underestimate.

Time taken at the screening van:
Seventy measurements of time taken per woman, on the van reception and in the van X-ray room were taken, from 10 different radiographers. The main source of variability in these measurements originated from the women themselves (for example frailty, discomfort, nervousness) rather than the radiographer. The mean time taken per
Table 2. Time spent on waste tasks in administration of the breast screening service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Batch</th>
<th>No. women in batch</th>
<th>No. previous mammogram</th>
<th>Waste tasks not necessary when a paperlite system is implemented*</th>
<th>Non-value added tasks which will no longer be necessary when fully digital system is available**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Time spent Mean time spent per woman screened (seconds)</td>
<td>Time spent Mean time spent per woman screened (seconds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>00:26:38 79</td>
<td>0:19:49 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>00:19:10 36</td>
<td>0:25:42 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>00:33:22 53</td>
<td>0:45:28 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>00:40:42 44</td>
<td>1:11:36 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>00:44:54 44</td>
<td>1:15:14 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>00:43:02 52</td>
<td>0:58:49 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>00:56:15 61</td>
<td>0:46:00 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>00:42:07 23</td>
<td>1:48:34 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>00:36:22 36</td>
<td>1:53:30 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>00:21:17 35</td>
<td>0:25:11 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>06:03:49 42</td>
<td>9:49:53 68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These waste tasks are all removed when a paperlite reporting system is implemented, tasks include printing from and inputting data to the computer database, and checking different versions are matching. **These non-value added tasks are no longer necessary when a screening centre has digital prior mammograms, tasks include fetching, hanging, taking down and filing previous film mammograms.

woman in the X-ray room was 5 minutes 12 seconds (95% CI 2 minutes 33 seconds to 7 minutes 51 seconds). This measure incorporates the changeover time and therefore a 6 minute appointment time can be maintained with the paperlite system. The shortest time taken was 3 minutes 14 seconds and the longest 10 minutes 7 seconds.

In the reception part of the van the mean time taken per woman to book her in and record change of details was 1 minute 4 seconds (range 20 seconds to 2 minutes 30 seconds) dependent on whether the woman’s details had changed. On day 8 of the trial the computer in the van reception froze for half an hour. During this time five women attended the van for whom all tasks had to be completed in the X-ray room, time taken in the X-ray room for these women ranged from 3 minutes 21 seconds to 9 minutes 30 seconds (mean 6 minutes).

4. DISCUSSION

Improving quality and service processes has been a recent focus of attention for the NHS [13] and the literature available on “quality improvement” in healthcare is continues to grow [14-18]. To date most improvement work has been limited to hospital care, very little has concentrated on primary care and community services such as screening. This study used quality improvement tools such as stakeholder mapping, process mapping and time-and-motion studies to implement a paperless system in a move towards fully digital breast screening.

4.1. Reduction in Waste and Time

The initial results from the paperlite system are promising. Seventy measurements of time taken per woman were recorded across 16 radiographers. During the administrate segment of the process, which included “booking in” women and recording personal details, the shortest time taken was 3 minutes 14 seconds and the longest 10 minutes 7 seconds. The mean time taken per woman in the X-ray room was 5 minutes 12 seconds (95% CI 2 minutes 33 seconds to 7 minutes 51 seconds). This equates to 583 hours of administrative work per year in a centre screening 50,000 women. This is in addition to the time saving through ceasing the necessity to fetch and hang film prior mammograms.

4.2. Improvement in Quality

The simplification and standardisation of the process resulted in fewer tasks and interfaces where errors could occur, hence inadvertently improving patient safety. It enabled direct entry of information at the time of collection, by the radiographer collecting it rather than an axillary member of staff at a later date. This reduced the number of interfaces between people in the system from 13 to 7, reducing the potential for human error by half. There was significant concern amongst staff before commencing the trial that there may be additional risk because paperlite system reduced the number of checks in
the process. These concerns were not supported by the results.

Implementation of fully digital mammography is complex and careful planning is required to ensure the existing high quality service by the breast screening centre remains. Collaboration with a wide range of stakeholders across the service during the future state process mapping was essential to its success. This helped to agree specific technical requirements, logistical arrangements and timescales of the paperlite service.

Key staff were involved in the improvement project from the outset. It was acknowledged that the paperlite system would directly impact on staff and their working practices. Staff were encouraged to work in partnership with the project team to ensure their suggestions and issues were addressed. If paperless screening was fully implemented the training requirements of staff would change, policies should be developed to take into account the anticipated changes to the roles and working hours of staff at an early stage.

4.3. Implementation Challenges

The immediate results of going paperless are encouraging. However seven critical challenges were identified during process mapping which would have to be overcome for a paperlite system to be implemented and accepted within a breast screening service.

1) Instant savings in administration time at the screening centre must be revealed to justify the change. This is important for initial staff engagement.

2) The process changes at the screening van must not increase the appointment time required per woman above 5.5 minutes.

3) The paperlite system must not increase the risk of errors compared to the original paper process. For example mistakes in patient notes.

4) There must be an effective communication system between the operator taking the mammograms and the radiologist reading the mammograms.

5) Reliable IT equipment and software is essential to the success of a paperlite system. Fast internet connections and regular back-ups are a necessity, and cannot be overlooked during pre-project planning.

6) Contingency plans need to be in place prior to "go-live" these need to be documented to ensure operators are confident in knowing what to do if computer systems fail.

7) Information Governance needs to be maintained when using the paperlite processes.

These challenges are being overcome at the study centre, and a paperlite system has been implemented to normal practice for part of the service, with plans to extend to the whole service as the IT connectivity is stabilised.

Limitations of the study: the 30-day time frame of the study limits the validity of the findings. It does not reflect any seasonality or media influence that may exist in breast screening services, these may impact upon appointment timing and workload.

This study was limited to a small scale implementation at one breast screening service in the UK. Identification of waste process steps was relatively straightforward; the challenging aspect was how to remove waste and sustain the identified improvements in the future. The complexity of the service meant that a large number of stakeholders had to be involved to implement even the simplest change. It became clear that meaningful change would require input from management across many departments.

Future research: fully paperless reporting should be piloted at a wider scale at the earliest opportunity. A full implementation study would aim to extend across more than one screening service in the region. Future research would investigate the implementation of fully digital screening across other centres over a fixed period of time.

5. CONCLUSION

Fully paperless breast screening saves time and should be implemented as soon as breast screening centres have previous digital mammograms available. The priority challenges when “going paperless” are to guarantee stable and efficient information technology connectivity between mobile breast screening vans and hospital sites and sustainable systems of communication between the radiographers performing the scans and the radiologists who read them. Over coming, these challenges will ensure a safe, effective, patient-centred, timely, efficient and equitable breast screening service.
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